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IDP Camps and Transitional Shelters 
The movement out from Metinaro 
IDP camp, the largest and the 
last IDP ‘tented’ camp in the 
country, commenced on 16 June 
and finished on 22 August 2009. 
More than 1,200 families from the 
camp have received a recovery or 
reintegration package. IDPs were 
assisted to return to their homes 
by MSS and IOM. According to 
MSS, the camp is now officially closed.

2489 IDPs are registered as living in 440 rooms in four Transitional Shelters. 
MSS is currently processing the 45 households that have requested assistance 
for verification and mediation of their former residents. 
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The Humanitarian and Recovery Update
The Humanitarian and Recovery Update aims at providing consolidated 
information on humanitarian and recovery issues to key stakeholders, 
including the donor community in Timor-Leste. The Update is based 
on voluntary information inputs from UNMIT, UN Agencies, Funds, 
Programmes, NGO members of the Humanitarian Country Team, and other 
partners. Inputs for the Updates are consolidated jointly by the UNMIT 
Humanitarian Coordination Unit and the Office of the UN Resident 
Coordinator.

Recovery Overview 
All tented camps of internally displaced persons have closed and the number 
of those benefiting from recovery packages reached 13,660 families as of 28 
August.  Most IDPs have returned or resettled without any major security 
incidents. This remarkable progress is due to concerted efforts by the 
Government and humanitarian partners. However, 420 families still remain 
in transitional shelters. According to a survey conducted by the Norwegian 
Refugee Council, 58 per cent of the 420 families currently residing in 
transitional shelters did not own a house prior to the 2006 crisis. It is likely 
that resolution of such cases will take additional time and will require a more 
targeted approach.  

Continued attention in the post-return phase is essential to ensure that 
recovery issues including livehood and income generating opportunities, 
access to water and basic services, are duly addressed, particularly potentially 
destabilizing challenges identified in communities of return.

The Cluster System

The cluster system in Timor-Leste 
was launched on 31 March 2009 
with the formation of 11 clusters, 
reflecting the global humanitarian 
structure. The clusters are focusing on 
enabling sustainable recovery from 
the 2006/2007 crisis and assisting the 
Government towards natural disaster 
preparedness, emergency response 
and contingency planning. The list of 
the Inter-Cluster Coordination Group 
(ICCG) is attached.
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Recovery Coordination
Dialogue, Mediation and Monitoring
The Hamutuk Hari’i Konfiansa (HHK) is one of five working groups established under the auspices of the National 
Recovery Strategy, Hamutuk Hari’i Futuru (Together Building the Future) in response to the 2006/2007 crisis.  HHK 
has met regularly and over the last month has featured presentations on the legal framework for the draft land law 

Support to IDP reintegration 
Overall since the beginning of the year, seventeen community dialogue 
meetings have taken place in communities of return around Dili, in close 
cooperation with a number of State institutions including the Office of the 
President. These meetings, part of UNDP’s project in support of the Ministry 
of Social Solidarity “Strengthening Institutional Structures and Mechanisms 
for Dialogue” paved the way for the peaceful return of IDPs into a number of 
hostile communities in Dili. 

Two major dialogue meetings have taken place outside Dili in the last month. 
The first, held in Uatulari, Viqueque District was the culmination of 6-months 
preparatory work which had seen a series of ‘mini dialogues’ facilitated 
across the sub-district between the 6 Sucos contained there. The event itself 
saw around 300 representatives gather from the 6 Sucos to discuss cyclical 
patterns of conflict traced by some as far back as 1959 and continuing to 
2007. This meeting allowed participants the opportunity to express their 
concerns about peace and development needs as well as to discuss concrete 
plans for ending the conflict cycle. A traditional Nahe Biti Bo’ot (unrolling 
of the mat) ceremony will now be planned based on agreement reached in the 
meeting, tentatively scheduled for September 2009.

Post-return assistance is being provided to returning IDPs and community 
members through small infrastructure projects. UNDP’s Strengthening Early 
Recovery for Comprehensive and Sustainable Reintegration of IDPs (SERC) 
and IOM’s Enhancing Stabilisation through Sustainable Reintegration of 
IDPs projects aim at building social cohesion and mitigating against renewed 
conflict by engaging the communities in planning projects such as drainage 
works and bridges that are of common benefit to the community. Additional 
resources for return, relocation and reintegration support to IDPs and IDP-
affected communities have been secured through the UN Peacebuilding Fund 
emergency window. 

CRS implements the Return 
and Continued Support 
(RACS) project with support 
from UNDP, to support 
confidence building in 
communities vulnerable to 
conflict in Baucau District. 

On July 26, CRS RACS team 
facilitated a Community Reconciliation 
Dialogue in the Waioli Suco in Venilale 
sub-district with more than 1,000 
participants bringing an end to a long 
standing conflict between local political 
rivals dating back to the 2006/07 crisis. 
Key figures were also present, namely 
the District Administrator of Baucau, 
Representatives from UNMIT Baucau 
and Hamutuk Hari’i Konfiansa Small 
Grants Project Manager from UNDP.

IOM Post-Return Monitoring Report 

IOM recently disseminated round three of their post-return monitoring report that provides information on perceptions of 
the return and reintegration process from former IDPs and community members surveyed from January to March 2009. 

The results of this survey may demonstrate that some of the displaced have achieved some normalcy within their 
communities of origin. There also appeared to be a relative level of acceptance of IDP reintegration by the community 
households. Almost 2/3 of the surveyed IDP households had undertaken the task of reconstructing formerly destroyed or 
damaged homes. Issues such as occupied houses and land and property disputes were raised less frequently by this group 
of displaced households when compared with the previous sample. They more frequently identified their priority concern 
after return to be related to re-starting or finding economic opportunities within their villages. See attached map of IDP 
returns by suco.

To read the full report please visit:
http://sites.google.com/site/clusterstimorleste/reference-documents/situation-analysis
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The Mobile Library or 
“Biblioteka Haleu” programme 
has two objectives: to be 
a mechanism for child 
protection, and to increase 
literacy through book sharing 
and borrowing for returning 
IDP communities and the 
general public. It has been 
field operational since 
February 2009. 

Five trucks and mini vans have been 
converted into mobile libraries, and 
are filled with books in Tetun, musical 
instruments, toys and learning aids. 
Staff are trained in child protection, 
animation and literacy building and 
seek to build upon the literacy skills 
of primary aged children as well as 
to monitor for any child protection 
concerns. Every week the Mobile 
Library visits the Becora UNTL, 
Becora Market and Qurantina 
transitional shelters. For additional 
information, contact Rachel Nearly 
(Rachel.neary@plan-international.org). 

Special Focus: Livelihoods

A number of post-return reports have indicated that many returning IDPs have not been able to engage in livelihoods, either 
because of lack of opportunity or problems with access to start-up capital, and have been using their recovery package 
funds for daily living expenses instead of rebuilding homes.  While there are no livelihood programmes specifically 
targeting communities of return, there are a number of employment programmes implemented by the Secretary of State for 
Vocational Training and Employment (SEFOPE), in partnership with ILO, which could be accessed by and directly assist 
communities of return to find gainful employment. 

In the post-conflict period 2006/2007 District Employment Centres were instrumental in worker recruitment and placement 
in labour-based infrastructure works. In May 2008, the Short-Term Employment Creation Department (STEC) was created 
within SEFOPE’s Division of Employment. The STEC department is responsible for coordination with district government 
authorities and Public Works in community mobilization, planning, road selection, procurement of goods and services for 
road works, and administration of labour wages at the rate of US$2/day. 

A number of Return, Relocation and Reintegration projects targeting communities of return contain cash-for-work 
components to build community infrastructure. This could present a clear opportunity to establish linkages and 
complementarities between the STEC programme and reintegration projects in communities of return. 

from the ‘Ita Nia Rai’ project and presentation of the results of Belun’s ‘Early 
Warning, Early Response’ programme as well as a presentation from IOM 
on their latest round of IDP returns monitoring. The government mandated 
forum, supported by UNDP, continues to support coordination amongst the 
key actors engaged in supporting the processes of IDP return, relocation and 
reintegration under the framework of the Government’s National Recovery 
Strategy. For more information on the HHK, please contact Sophia Cason 
(Sophia.cason@undp.org) at the Ministry of Social Solidarity. 

Community Infrastructure
The first meeting of the technical working group for recovery-oriented 
community infrastructure has taken place. The meeting was held at MSS 
and chaired by the Secretary of State for Social Assistance and Natural 
Disasters with participation/representation from the Ministry of Infrastructure, 
the Secretary of State for Environment, the Ministry of Justice’s National 
Directorate for Land and Property, the Secretary of State for Security’s 
National Directorate of Conflict Resolution and the Secretary of State for 
Youth and Sports, both UNDP and IOM were also represented. Linkages will 
be established to the HHK working group through regular minute sharing and 
a member will be invited to be nominated to participate as representative in 
future meetings.

Land and Property
Discussions have taken place between representatives of ARD’s ‘Ita Nia Rai’ 
(INR) project, supporting the regularisation of Land and Property in Timor 
Leste, and the MSS/UNDP dialogue teams with a view to strengthening 
coordination when the INR project rolls out its program in Dili, which is 
expected in October. The objective is to ensure wider coordination with 
other actors that have been engaged in IDP return and relocation, and the 
often accompanying land and property issues. This will be proposed in an 
upcoming HHK working group in which representatives of the INR project 
are scheduled to present their overarching project and strategies for Land 
and Property dispute resolution with a view to securing broad participation 
in technical coordination meetings to be chaired by the project. For more 
information on the INR project, visit http://www.itaniarai.tl. 
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Contingency Planning for Timor-Leste
The humanitarian and recovery partners (international and national NGOs, 
UNMIT, international organizations, as well as UN agencies, programmes and 
funds) are currently working together, in collaboration with the Government 
of Timor-Leste, towards contingency planning.

To be able to provide relief assistance in a timely manner in case of 
emergency, the international community together with the Government is 
working on preparedness efforts. Indeed, effective emergency response 
requires collective and coordinated action. Experience confirms that effective 
humanitarian response at the onset of a crisis is heavily influenced by the 
level of preparedness and planning of responding agencies/organisations. 

In this regard, Contingency Planning is a tool used to analyse the impact of 
potential crises and ensure that adequate arrangements are made in advance 
to respond in an effective way to the needs of affected populations. The 
contingency planning provides a common, over-arching framework to guide 
the collective and coordinated action of humanitarian partners. The planning 
process provides a platform to anticipate and solve problems that typically 
arise during humanitarian response. 

The two diagrams identify the steps and time-line towards drafting 
a Contingency Plan for Timor-Leste. Clusters are currently 
prioritizing hazards for contingency planning. For more information, 
contact Philippe Schneider (schneider6@un.org) from the UNMIT 
Humanitarian Coordination Unit. 

Due to its geographical 
location, Timor-Leste is 
a natural disaster prone 
country. Indeed, the country 
is located in a region that is 
highly vulnerable to natural 
disasters, including droughts, 
cyclones, earthquake, floods, 
storm winds, landslides, and 
locusts.
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The Humanitarian and Recovery Update aims at providing consolidated information on 
humanitarian and recovery issues to key stakeholders, including the donor community in Timor-
Leste.  The Update is based on voluntary information inputs from UNMIT, UN Agencies, Funds, 
Programmes, NGO members of the Humanitarian Country Team, and other partners. Inputs for 
the Updates are consolidated jointly by the Humanitarian Coordination Unit and the Office of 
the Resident Coordinator.  Contributions and comments can be sent to: Nadia Hadi (hadin@
un.org / +670-731-1643) and Petra Demarin (petra.demarin@undp.org / +670-731-1687).

Cluster Updates
 A two-day workshop on Emergency Education and • 
capacity building for all Cluster members was held 
on the 22nd and 23rd June.
 An interagency sub-cluster is currently working • 
in reviewing the current Interagency Network 
for Education In Emergencies (INEE) Minimum 
Standards and translating these standards into Tetun.
The Education Cluster is planning a five-day • 
frontline training in Emergency Education. 

Education

Water Sanitation Hygiene

A contingency planning workshop was held on • 
August 11th and facilitated by a UNICEF Regional 
Emergency Specialist with 15 cluster members in 
attendance. 
 Finalization of the WASH cluster contingency plan • 
by 1st week of September 2009 using the results of 
the November 2008 Mapping Workshop. 
Emergency WASH training supported by UNICEF • 
on 19-23 October 2009 for national and district 
Government and WASH cluster members.   

 The Nutrition Cluster conducted an analysis of the • 
Government of Timor-Leste’s policies related to the 
management of nutrition in emergencies.
Compiled information for presentation to the • 
Emergency Nutrition Cluster (ENC) members at a 
meeting of ENC members in August to formulate 
agenda and prepare for a Contingency Planning 
Workshop.

Nutrition

 A sub-committee of the Food Security Cluster met • 
on Monday 24 August to identify hazard priorities in 
relation to food security and to draft a simple matrix 
of a contingency plan using the WFP Guidelines for 
Contingency Planning tool. 
The cluster is compiling a list of key district level • 
actors for food security who can be mobilized in the 
case of a food security emergency
 In coordination with National Priority 1, the cluster • 
is developing and reviewing Standard Operational 
Procedures to address food insecurity as a result of 
emergency.

Food Security

 MSS, IOM and NRC continue to discuss durable • 
solutions for the remaining IDPs in Transitional 
Shelter Sites. 
 NRC Camp Management (only) will phase out • 
activities by mid September.Emergency

Shelter

The recovery cluster is 
currently the subject of 
ongoing discussions with 
senior representatives of the 
Ministry of Social Solidarity. 

Initial discussions have focused on 
the need for strengthening the value 
of the cluster to the Government and 
the development of a clear agenda for 
discussions that will be of benefit to 
all participating. Key activities will be 
defining remaining recovery needs and 
prioritizing them, as well as mapping 
ongoing activities for discussion. Next 
meeting of the group will take place on 
September 10th.

Recovery
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Timor-Leste Inter-Cluster Coordination Group (ICCG) Contacts
Leads, Focal Points (FP), Alternates (FPA), and Information Management Focal Points (IM)

- Secretariat & Support Team - FP FPA IMLead

hadin@un.org 7311643Nadia HadiMs.UNMIT Humanitarian Affairs Officer

schneider6@un.org 7311786Philippe SchneiderMr.UNMIT Head, Humanitarian Coordination Unit

geraldine.arias@undp.org 7230447Geraldine AriasMs.UN HC Office Head of RC Unit

petra.demarin@undp.org 7311687Petra DemarinMs.UN HC Office Early Recovery Advisor

vincent.fung@undp.org 7230340Vincent FungMr.UN HC Office Information Management Specialist

Camp Coordination and Management FP FPA IMLead

lvieira@iom.int, 7230808Luiz  VieiraMr.IOM Chief of Mission

7273935Amandio FreitasMr.MSS Director of National Directorate for 
Social Assistance

brewsterphil@yahoo.com.au, 
pbrewster@iom.int

7287759Philippe BrewsterMr.IOM Advisor to HHF and DRM Program, 
Ministry of Social Solidarity

tsaether@iom.int 7231413Torunn SaetherMr.IOM Emergency Operations Officer

jsouzaesilva@iom.int 7231574Joao Souza E. SilvaMr.IOM EOR/Support to Recovery Package

Early Recovery FP FPA IMLead

diane.francisco@gmail.com 7233490Diane FranciscoMs.CARE Country Director

akbar.usmani@undp.orgAkbar UsmaniMr.UNDP Country Director

ben.larke@undp.org 7326944Ben LarkeMr.UNDP Recovery Cluster Coordinator

Education FP FPA IMLead

737-6445Belchior GuerraMr.MoE Focal Point for Emergency Education
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penny.jones@plan-international.org 7230348Penny JonesMs.Plan International Program Effectiveness Manager

jkukita@unicef.org 7231097Jun KukitaMr.UNICEF Representative 

rachel.neary@plan-international.org 7362809Rachel NearyMs.Plan International Emergency Child Protection Advisor: 
Mobile Libraries Project

bvrolijk@unicef.org 7231107Bartholomeus VrolijkMr.UNICEF Chief of Education

jose.mesquita@plan-international.org 7296209Jose MesquitaMr.Plan International Early Childhood Education and 
Development Coordinator

pdasilva@unicef.org 7264500Prudencio Da SilvaMr.UNICEF Education Officer

education@easttimor.nrc.no 7272954Therese CurranMs.NRC Education Manager

Emergency Shelter FP FPA IMLead

lvieira@iom.int, 7230808Luiz  VieiraMr.IOM Chief of Mission

7273935Amandio FreitasMr.MSS Director of National Directorate for 
Social Assistance

brewsterphil@yahoo.com.au, 
pbrewster@iom.int

7287759Philippe BrewsterMr.IOM Advisor to HHF and DRM Program, 
Ministry of Social Solidarity

shelter@easttimor.nrc.no 7332755Justin BayardMr.NRC Shelter Manager

lesteves@iom.int 7230818Luis Sena EstevesMr.IOM ECSI Project Manager

jsouzaesilva@iom.int 7231574Joao Souza E. SilvaMr.IOM EOR/Support to Recovery Package

Emergency Telecommunications FP FPA IMLead

joan.fleuren@wfp.org 7231310Joan Fleuren Mr.WFP Country Director

Jeremy.gillet@wfp.org 7376532Jeremy GilletMr.WFP Emergency Telecommunications 
Cluster Focal Point

John.bursa@wfp.org +66-18-368905John BursaMr.WFP Regional Telecommunications Officer

Food Security FP FPA IMLead

Fabrizio.Cesaretti@fao.org, TCE-
ECU-Timor-Leste@fao.org

7376389Fabrizio CesarettiMr.FAO Emergency Coordinator
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mauninho@yahoo.com 7270781Antoninho CarvalheiraMr.MAF Head Food Security Unit

joan.fleuren@wfp.org 7231310Joan Fleuren Mr.WFP Country Director

alessia.anibaldi@fao.org 7253348Alessia AnibaldiMs.FAO Field Operations Officer

Peter.agnew@wfp.org 7231326Peter AgnewMr.WFP Project Manager

Chana.Opaskornkul@fao.org 7244744Chana OpaskornkulMr.FAO Emergency Programme Officer

Health FP FPA IMLead

7262695Rafael Amaral XimenesMr.MoH National Directorate of Community 
Health

sudhartop@searo.who.int 7231091Paramita SudhartoDr.WHO Acting WHO Representative

larssone@searo.who.int 7287824Erling LarssonDr.WHO Health Policy Advisor

Luis.whodili@searo.who.int 7247894Luis Dos ReisMr.WHO JPF for Emergency and 
Humanitarian Action (EHA)

Logistics FP FPA IMLead

joan.fleuren@wfp.org 7231310Joan Fleuren Mr.WFP Country Director

Fisseha.dejene@wfp.org 7231325Fisseha D. LettaMr.WFP Logistics Officer

Nutrition FP FPA IMLead

jkukita@unicef.org 7231097Jun KukitaMr.UNICEF Representative 

fchiwile@unicef.org 7287061Faraja ChiwileMs.UNICEF Nutrition Specialist

Protection FP FPA IMLead

c-director@easttimor.nrc.no 7330059Alfredo ZamudioMr.NRC Country Director

gentile1@un.org 7311528Louis James GentileMr.UNMIT Representative / OHCHR HRJTS

protectionofficer@easttimor.nrc.no 7365578Louisa MedhurstMs.NRC Protection and Advocacy Advisor
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wiseberg@un.org 7311862Laurie WisebergMs.UNMIT Senior Protection Officer

magnob@un.org 7279191Benicia Eriana MagnoMs.UNMIT National Human Rights Officer

Water and Sanitation FP FPA IMLead

eliasmoniz@yahoo.com.au 7241474Elias P MonizMr.DNSAS Chief of District Water and Sanitation

jkukita@unicef.org 7231097Jun KukitaMr.UNICEF Representative 

bpokhrel@unicef.org 7232452Bishnu PokhrelMr.UNICEF WASH Specialist

tdesousavicente@unicef.org 7260243Tome Antonio De Sousa VicenteMr.UNICEF WASH Officer
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